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(POLAR/CEPPAD Data Analysis)

Background

D.N. Baker is a co-investigator on the Comprehensive Energetic Particle Pitch Angle Distribution (CEPPAD) experiment of POLAR. Dr. Baker has been active in the design and calibration of the CEPPAD sensors and is now heavily involved in the analysis and interpretation of the data. Baker and his team have developed analysis and data display software and continue to support all aspects of the CEPPAD program.

Recent Efforts

Dr. Baker has a team of research associates, graduate students, undergraduate students, and visiting scientists who are involved in analysis of CEPPAD data. This work has led to numerous published papers and scores of invited and contributed talks at scientific meetings (see attachments). The work has focussed very substantially on high-energy electron results, however new emphasis was placed on storm-substorm relationships and on ion measurements as well. By using multi-spacecraft techniques, the CEPPAD data have provided extensive new insights into how particles are accelerated, transported, and lost within the Earth’s magnetosphere. Substantial new understanding of magnetospheric processes and particle acceleration has been obtained in the approach to the solar activity maximum period.

Report on specific activities:

D. N. Baker and his team of Research Associates, postdoctoral fellows, graduate students, undergraduate students, and scientific visitors supported the CEPPAD investigation in four key areas. These were:

1. Dr. Baker and his team performed data reduction and scientific analysis. This work was used to present results at national and international scientific meetings and was also used as a basis for scientific journal publications. The team also performed correlative analysis in support of “space weather” events and satellite anomaly resolution.

2. The CU/LASP team supported ISTP science team meetings and worked with Project Office personnel to communicate POLAR/GGS results to NASA management, educational organizations, and the general public.

3. Dr. Baker and his group developed and distributed data analysis and display tools and shared software with other CEPPAD, GGS, and ISTP colleagues.

4. The CU/LASP team supported ongoing calibration and operational evaluations of the CEPPAD sensor suite with particular emphasis on cross-comparisons with other POLAR and ISTP sensors.
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